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Overview

Norwegian Collection of Folk Music 

Segmentation of tapes into tunes 

Automated transcription (in particular of Hardanger fiddle music) 

Music analysis and visualisation 

Dataset and software release



Norwegian Collection 
of Folk Music

Founded in 1951 by Olav Gurvin as “Norwegian Folk Music Institute” 

Audio recordings. For sound analysis initially 

Solo performances: singing, fiddle, Hardanger fiddle, langeleik, etc.  

By 1970, 1327 reel-to-reel tapes, ca. 750 hours of music 

Now at the National Library of Music, accessible online via FIOL interface 

Metadata indicates tunes titles, performers’ names, instruments, style, … 
As well as imprecise temporal localisation within tapes.





Hardanger fiddle



Norwegian Folk Music Volumes

Olav Gurvin, Serie 1, Hardanger fiddle, 
Vol. I–V, 1958–67 

Blom, Nyhus and Sevåg, Serie 1, Vol. 
VI-VII, 1977–81 

Sevåg, Sæta et al., Serie 2, Normal 
fiddle, Vol. I–V, 1992–2012



Serie 1, 
Vol. VI, 
1979



Norwegian Folk Music Browser

Online music catalogue, easily accessible 

Public domain: recordings from years 1953–1968: 600 tapes, 750 hours 

Automated music transcription → score, aligned to audio 

Augmented music playback through visualisation and sonification 

Music analysis: structure, mode, motifs, form, etc. Intertextual analysis. 

Browsing within catalogue guided by analytical visualisations



Segmenting tapes into tunes

343 recordings 
(1 to 2 hours 
each) 

Each recording 
a concatenation 
of tunes

speech

singing

Hardanger fiddle

etc.

Metadata: for each tune: 

title, genre, region 

instrument, performer, date 

approx. location in recordings 

etc.

tape 1

tape 2

tape 3

etc.



Marolt et al., “Automatic Segmentation of Ethnomusicological Field Recordings”, 
Applied Sciences 2019, 9, 439 

SeFiRe



Apple Sound Classification
300 sound classes



Apple Sound Classification



Apple Sound Classification

Classes: speech, music, singing, 
bowing instrument, violin/fiddle 

on a moving window  
of duration 1.5 seconds  

with a step of 0.75 seconds 



AudioSegmentor



AudioSegmentor



AudioSegmentor

Each tune can contain an introductory speech 

Manual correction of time positions; playback; zoom 

Integration with catalogue metadata: titles & object ID associated with tune 

Easy correction of false-positive segmentation



OSF

https://osf.io/s7mgp 

80 tapes, 5000 tunes



Norwegian Folk Music Browser

Online music catalogue, easily accessible 

Public domain: recordings from years 1953–1968: 600 tapes, 900 hours 

Automated music transcription 

Augmented music playback through visualisation and sonification 

Music analysis: structure, mode, motifs, form, etc. Intertextual analysis. 

Browsing within catalogue guided by analytical visualisations



Automated music transcription

Finding note onset and offset time in seconds 

Beat (and metre) tracking, Metrical placement of each note 

Pitch spelling, “Key” signature 

Voice separation 

Bowing, performance indications



State of the art in automated music 
transcription technologies

Software: Celemony Melodyne, Logic Pro Flex Pitch, Cubase Pro VariAudio, 
ScoreCloud  

No technology providing accurate transcriptions of Hardanger fiddle music



Automated music transcription

Finding note onset and offset time in seconds 

Beat (and metre) tracking, Metrical placement of each note 

Pitch spelling, “Key” signature 

Voice separation 

Bowing, performance indications



Anders Elowsson, “Polyphonic pitch tracking with deep layered learning”, JASA 2020



Machine learning

Model

Music recordings 
with notes annotation

Training

Music recordings Notes annotation

Very precise annotation required



Annotemus

New software for precise note 
annotation 

Optimised sound representation 
as visual help 

Visual and audio zoom, slowdown 

Very precise playback capabilities 

Sonification of annotation 

Voice separation



Annotation campaign
2 students (fiddler) from Norwegian Academy of Music:  

In total, 8 tunes (5 different versions each) recorded and annotated 

1 professional fiddler, Olav Luksengård Mjelva:: 

12 tunes (5 different versions each) recorded and annotated 

12 new tunes (5 versions) planned for end of 2022 

Automated alignment of different versions of same tune (ISMIR 2021)



Machine-learning-based note 
annotation: Schedule

Training on a part of the dataset 

Currently: training on the current complete dataset 

Test and evaluation 

Resulting model progressively run on Hardanger fiddle pieces from the 
Norwegian Catalogue 

Constant evaluation, model further trained on corrected transcriptions



Automated music transcription

Finding note onset and offset time in seconds 

Beat (and metre) tracking, Metrical placement of each note 

Pitch spelling, “Key” signature 

Voice separation 

Bowing, performance indications



Beat annotation (in Annotemus)



Beat annotation campaign

On the 12 tunes recorded by Olav Luksengård Mjelva (OLM) 

Beat annotations by OLM and 3 experts 

3 experts check discrepancy between their own annotation and OLM’s 

To be released as dataset, associated with journal article



Beats of variable duration 

Beat does not correspond to 
clear accents

Challenges



Vrengja (springar), played by Olav Luksengård Mjelva 
Available on “Bonfrost” LP by The Nordic Fiddlers Bloc



Vrengja (springar), played by Olav Luksengård Mjelva 
Available on “Bonfrost” LP by The Nordic Fiddlers Bloc



Modelling beat tracking 

Modeling processes that progressively infer beats while scanning the music sequence 
chronologically 

Set of explicit rules, inspired by musicological and cognitive principles 

Models complex interdependencies between various musical dimensions 

Allows multiple hypothetical beat sequences in parallel, as long as core constraints are 
respected 

Not too irregular beat durations 
Not too irregular bar durations 
Tempo within a certain range 
…





Beat & meter tracking: 
Work in progress…

Designing the model, establishing rules 

Small-scale experimentation 

Testing on progressively larger corpus 

Generalising to other music genres?



Norwegian Folk Music Browser

Online music catalogue, easily accessible 

Public domain: recordings from years 1953–1968: 600 tapes, 900 hours 

Automated music transcription → score, aligned to audio 

Augmented music playback through visualisation and sonification 

Music analysis: structure, mode, motifs, form, etc. Intertextual analysis 

Browsing within catalogue guided by analytical visualisations



Voice tracking: melody vs. 
drone 

Detection of ornaments 

Pitch spelling, pitch inflexion 

Bowing, melodic gestures, 
phrases 

Motivic cells, themes, form 

Modal, stylistic analysis 

Performance analysis (including 
timing, pitch inflexion)



Norwegian Folk Music Browser

Online music catalogue, easily accessible 

Public domain: recordings from years 1953–1968: 600 tapes, 900 hours 

Automated music transcription → score, aligned to audio 

Augmented music playback through visualisation and sonification 

Music analysis: structure, mode, motifs, form, etc. Intertextual analysis. 

Browsing within catalogue guided by analytical visualisations



The Norwegian Folk Music Browser
make the analyses easily accessible to musicians, musicologists and the 
general public 

interactive visualization/sonfication of the music content (including all the 
analyses) of each tune, while listening / browsing into the music 

visual distribution of the whole catalogue based on their intrinsic content, 
guided for instance by stylistic clustering, allowing to navigate into the 
catalogue 

to aid listeners to better understand and appreciate the richness of these 
catalogues



Release
Norwegian Catalogue of Folk Music @ OSF 

Audio recording of tunes, progressively added with transcriptions 

Recording by hired musicians and students with their annotations 

Software: 

SoundSegmentor 

Annotemus
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